
                         Ethiopian   History As   I understand 

By 400 Bc  thekingdom of Aksum was established on the coast of Red SeaIt was trading spices with 

India through the sea route. Romans were aware of this kingdom and activities by 30 BCAt that time 

Egypt was under Romans.  Aksum  started trading for Romans on hire. It was in 300 AD this kingdom 

has become Christian .Winter Solistice was on  8th of January around 1000  AD .  The christian  

rulers of Ethiopa perhaps started observing Christmas then.  Winter solistice   later  shifted to 

December 25th and It now falls on 21st December.  So Ethiopian christianity was earlier to that which 

celebrates Christmas on Dec.25,th. 

It may be interesting to know that Indians observe this festival on 14th January ( Makara Samkramanam 

or Sun returning to North). This practice  might have been started about 300 AD. 

Aksum kingdom starded expanding up to 640 AD.from 640 to 960 Ad it was on decline. The period from 

960 to 1137  AD was called Dark ages of  Ethiopia. The Zagwe dynasty ruled from1137 to 1270 AD . In 

1270 AD, the aksumite kings came to power claimed to be the descendants of Solomon. These kings 

ruled Ethiopia from 1270 to 1975 The empire is called Abyssinia .They were able to defeat the invading 

armies of Italy Arab and Turkey. 

In 1880 the scramble for Africa has started among the European countries. Ethiopian rulershad 

portugese as their allies. During this period Ethiopia entered into a treaty with European powers at  

Wu (i)chale. At that time only Ethiopia and Liberia were free African nations. There was some 

misunderstanding about the terms with Italy due to the Amarik ( official language of Ethiopia)  and 

Italian versions of the treaty conveyed differently . It lead to the first Ethiopian Italian war in 1896at 

Adowa. italy was defeated  .King Menelik ruled Ethiopia from 1889 to !913. It is during his time that the 

modern Ethiopia with the present boundaries has emerged 

In 1935 Italy again attacked Ethiopia The battle lasted 7 months. Italy claimed to havewon.Italy used 

mustard gas in this war.League of Nations disapproved the Italian attack.During the second world war 

Italy 's fortunes reversed. 

After this King Haile Seleshe returned to Ethiopia It is in his  period that Eritrea has become again a part  

of Ethiopia . Soon Eritrea has won back its independence. Wars , famine and too much subservience to 

USA madeSaleshe unpopular and he was deposed a militari coup in 1975. 

  General Mengistu Haile Mariam of Derg ( resistance) became the ruler in 1978. He was pro Soviet 

Marxist Leninst ruler.( Known as CPI in India). He aws educated in USA. It is said he was subjected racial 

prejudice . As such he was against American dominance.. He was also against superiority claims of the 

Noble men Of Ethiopia That is he was against class discrimination.He proclaimed himself as President of 

Demodratic Federal Republic Of Ethiopia in 1987. He had to flee to Zimbabwe in 1991 as he became 

unpopular due to famine of 1987 and his policies of repression against Ethipian Peoples Revolutionary 

Democratic Front.  

 Now Ethiopia has a democracy.It encourages interactions with India 



 

 


